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Los Angeles, CA – November, 2005

Vinpower Digital, a rising innovator in the field of optical disc duplication equipment, announces the 
newest addition to their popular SharkCopier DVD/CD duplicator line. The 11 target SharkCopier, 
utilizing Vinpower Digital’s own standalone VPD11T controller, offers the ability to duplicate 11 blank 
discs simultaneously in a single tower. As a Research & Development based company, Vinpower 
Digital is a forward thinking proactive company, dedicated to providing higher quality and more user 
friendly options for the end user. The SharkCopier was the first to offer the auto counter, hard drive 
partition naming, load and copy, password protection, the ability to do drive firmware upgrades through 
the duplicator for specific drive manufactures, true 16x DVD burn speed, account management, and the 
quick and easy auto copy function just to name a few.

The SharkCopier series is available with 2 up to 11 recording drives and provides the highest quality 
copies at true 16x DVD burning speed, showing once again Vinpower Digital is the top innovator for 
standalone duplicators. No other standalone manual tower available today offers a true 16x DVD burn 
speed with more drives or higher quality than the SharkCopier series.

Whether you’re looking for a manual loading CD/DVD tower duplicator, large capacity robotic
auto-loading CD/DVD duplicator, or something in between, Vinpower Digital has the solution for you. 
All of our duplicators are completely standalone which do not require a computer interface to function.

About Vinpower Digital

Vinpower Digital is the leading manufacturer of standalone optical disc duplication equipment. With
our corporate office in Los Angeles, California, USA and production offices in Taipei, Taiwan, we have
the ability to deliver the most advanced and reliable standalone optical disc duplication controllers,
manual towers, and robotic autoloaders anywhere in the world. As a true manufacture, Vinpower
Digital has the ability to OEM/ODM customized applications and equipment for qualified vendors on a
number of levels.

For further information on any or all of Vinpower Digital’s line of duplicators please visit our website at
www.vinpowerdigital.com

Vinpower Digital introduces the newest model in our vaunted SHARKCOPIER line of CD/DVD 
duplicators: The 11 target true 16x DVD standalone manual duplicator


